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ABSTRACT 
Different number systems are available on the basis of their base numbers. For instance, decimal number system is of base 
10, hexadecimal number system which base is 16 and, Binary number system which base is 2 etc. Some numbers systems 
are easy to understand by the human being and some are easy to understand by electronics machine for instance digital 
computers. Computers only can understand data and instructions that are stored in binary form, though we input the data 
and instruction in decimal, text, audio, and video or image forms. So it is very crucial for people who are interested or 
working in the field of science and engineering to learn decimal to binary conversion and vice versa. In this article we 
represent a new scenario with an algorithm, how to learn or finding a concept of binary number system for those who just 
have the idea of decimal number system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The binary number system, the base-2 number 
system, is a method of representing numbers that counts 
by using combinations of only two digits: zero (0) and one 
(1). Computers and other digital devices use the binary 
number system to manipulate and store all of their data 
including numbers, words, videos, graphics, and music. 
The short history of binary number system is given below. 
The Indian scholar Pingala (circa 5th–2nd 
centuries BC) developed mathematical concepts for 
describing prosody, and in so doing presented the first 
known description of a binary numeral system. He used 
binary numbers in the form of short and long syllables (the 
latter equal in length to two short syllables), making it 
similar to Morse code.  
A set of eight trigrams and a set of 64 hexagrams, 
analogous to the three-bit and six-bit binary numerals, 
were known in ancient China through the classic text I 
Ching. In the 11th century, scholar and philosopher Shao 
Yong developed a method for arranging the hexagrams 
which corresponds to the sequence 0 to 63, as represented 
in binary, with yin as 0, yang as 1 and the least significant 
bit on top. There is, however, no evidence that Shao 
understood binary computation. The ordering is also the 
lexicographical order on sextuples of elements chosen 
from a two-element set.  
Similar sets of binary combinations have also 
been used in traditional African divination systems such as 
Ifá as well as in medieval Western geomancy. The base-2 
system utilized in geomancy had long been widely applied 
in sub-Saharan Africa. 
In 1605 Francis Bacon discussed a system 
whereby letters of the alphabet could be reduced to 
sequences of binary digits, which could then be encoded 
as scarcely visible variations in the font in any random 
text. Importantly for the general theory of binary 
encoding, he added that this method could be used with 
any objects at all: "provided those objects be capable of a 
twofold difference only; as by Bells, by Trumpets, by 
Lights and Torches, by the report of Muskets, and any 
instruments of like nature". 
 
 
The modern binary number system was studied by 
Gottfried Leibniz in 1679. In his article: Explication de  
 
l'Arithmétique Binaire(1703). Leibniz's system uses 0 and 
1, like the modern binary numeral system. As a Sinophile, 
Leibniz was aware of the I Ching and noted with 
fascination how its hexagrams correspond to the binary 
numbers from 0 to 111111, and concluded that this 
mapping was evidence of major Chinese accomplishments 
in the sort of philosophical mathematics he admired.  
Exiting works for binary number counting/conversion 
from Decimal: 
There are different methods are developed to 
learn Binary Number System for the learners from 
decimal number system using different mathematical 
calculations. All of the developers try to make to 
understand the methods easy to the learners. Some of 
Those techniques are mentioned below in brief. 
Method 1:  
Subtract the largest power of two, and change the 
bit at that position to 1. Keep subtracting the next largest 
possible power from the remainder, each time assigning a 
bit value 1 at the corresponding bit position. Repeat the 
process till you get a 1 or 0 for the last bit. 
Example: Convert 42 from decimal to binary 
 
 
  
   42 – 32 = 10     128    64     32     16      8     4        2      1 
 
 
 
10 – 8 = 2             128   64     32     16      8     4       2       1 
 
 
 
2 – 2 = 0               128   64     32     16      8     4       2       1  
The process stops when you get a remainder 1 or 0, and 
this number occupies the last bit position.                              
 
 
   
So, 42 in decimal is 101010 in binary. 
      1        
      1    1      
      1    1    1    
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Method 2:  
It follows a straightforward method. It involves 
dividing the number to be converted, say N, by 2 and 
making note of the remainder. We continue dividing the 
quotient (N / 2) by 2, until we reach the division of (1 / 2), 
also making note of all remainders. 
Example: Convert 98 from decimal to binary. 
1)  Divide 98 by 2, making note of the remainder. 
Continue dividing quotients by 2, making note of 
the remainders. Also note the star (*) beside the 
last remainder. 
Division Remainder,  R 
98 / 2 = 49  R=0 
49 / 2 = 24  R=1 
24 / 2 = 12  R=0 
12 / 2 = 6  R=0 
6 / 2 = 3  R=0 
3 / 2 = 1  R=1 
1 / 2 = 0  R=1* 
2)  The sequence of remainders going up gives the 
answer. Starting from 1*, we have 1100010. 
Therefore, 98 in decimal is 1100010 in binary. 
Method 3: 
Consider the conversion of the number 19. Below is 
the sequence of the first five bit spaces of the decimal 
algorithms from 0 to 19: 
... 0 0 0 0 0 = 0 
... 0 0 0 0 1 = 1 
... 0 0 0 1 0 = 2 
... 0 0 0 1 1 = 3 
... 0 0 1 0 0 = 4 
... 0 0 1 0 1 = 5 
... 0 0 1 1 0 = 6 
... 0 0 1 1 1 = 7 
... 0 1 0 0 0 = 8 
... 0 1 0 0 1 = 9 
... 0 1 0 1 0 = 10 
... 0 1 0 1 1 = 11 
... 0 1 1 0 0 = 12 
... 0 1 1 0 1 = 13 
... 0 1 1 1 0 = 14 
... 0 1 1 1 1 = 15 
... 1 0 0 0 0 = 16 
... 1 0 0 0 1 = 17 
... 1 0 0 1 0 = 18 
... 1 0 0 1 1 = 19 
Notice that the first bit space of the binary 
sequence (the most right element) has changed 19 times 
when sweeping this same bit position from the integer 0 to 
19. In other words, as you watch down the following 
binary sequence in the same bit position, it has swopped 
from 0 to 1, from 1 to 0, again form 0 to 1, and so on, 19 
times. Now, notice that the second bit space of the binary 
sequence has changed 9 times, with the same approach. 
This is 19 divided by 2, rounded to the lower integer. Pay 
attention to the third bit space of the binary sequence. It 
has changed 4 times. That's the integer part of the 
precedent number of swops, 9, devided by 2. In a logical 
sequence, is observable that the next bit space will only 
change if the precedent has already assumpted both the 0 
and 1 values and it's going to repeat the 0 value. As 
noticed, the third bit space has changed 4 times. It is the 
same as the integer quocient of 9/2, as mentioned. But the 
dividend 9 is the integer quocient of 19/2. It is noticeable 
that 4 = 9/2 = 19/4 = 19/22 (considering integer 
quocients). In the same way, we can notice that the 
number of swops of the second bit space, 9, is equal to 
19/2 = 19/21. And the swops in the first bit space is 19/20 
= 19/1 = 19. As a rule, the bit position that we have called 
the "first" we may call now the "position 0", and the 
position on its left will be named "position 1", then 
"position 2" and so on. These bit positions of the binary 
will have, respectively, 19/20, 19/21, 19/22 (and so on) 
integer swops of values when sweeping from de decimal 0 
to 19. 
  Following this rule, the next yet unmentioned bit 
space should have changed 19/23 = 19/8 = 2 (twice). It is 
clearly visible in this example that it is correct. The 
position 3 of the binaries (fourth column from right to left) 
swops its first time from 0 to 1 in the decimal 8. Then this 
position turns back to zero when reaching the decimal 16. 
Two swops until now, and no more to 19.   
   The final observation that leaded to the Binary 
Swop Method is on the integer result of swops in a 
specific bit position. Always that we encounter an even 
number, the bit at this position assumes the value 0. 
Always that we find an odd result, it assumes the value 1. 
 
In this example: 
Position 0: 19/20 = 19    -->    odd    -->    1 
Position 1: 19/21 = 9      -->    odd    -->    1 
Position 2: 19/22 = 4      -->    even   -->    0 
Position 3: 19/23 = 2      -->    even   -->    0 
Position 4: 19/24 = 1      -->    odd    -->    1 
Which is exactly the same as the binary of the decimal 19 
showed before, read from right to left. 
If you calculate the number of changes in the 
position 5, you will obtain a value that is minor than 1. It 
says that it had not happened any change of the bit value 
in this position for the decimal 19. In other words, the 
position 5 always assumed the 0 value and had never 
changed. It is a signal that our calculation should stop, as 
no swops will occur in subsequent positions. 
Example: converting the integer decimal 890024 
Position 0: 890024/20 = 890024        -->    even     -->    0 
(most right position) 
Position 1: 890024/21 = 445012        -->    even     -->    0 
Position 2: 890024/22 = 222506        -->    even     -->    0 
Position 3: 890024/23 = 111253        -->    odd      -->    1 
Position 4: 890024/24 = 55626,5       -->    even     -->    0 
Position 5: 890024/25 = 27813,25     -->    odd      -->    1 
Position 6: 890024/26 = 13906,63     -->    even     -->    0 
Position 7: 890024/27 = 6953,31       -->    odd      -->    1 
Position 8: 890024/28 = 3476,66       -->    even     -->    0 
Position 9: 890024/29 = 1738,33       -->    even     -->    0 
Position 10: 890024/210 = 869,16      -->    odd      -->    1 
Position 11: 890024/211 = 434,58      -->    even     -->    0 
Position 12: 890024/212 = 217,29      -->    odd      -->    1 
Position 13: 890024/213 = 108,65      -->    even     -->    0 
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Position 15: 890024/215 = 27,16        -->    odd      -->    1 
Position 16: 890024/216 = 13,58        -->    odd      -->    1 
Position 17: 890024/217 = 6,79          -->    even     -->    0 
Position 18: 890024/218 = 3,40          -->    odd      -->    1 
Position 19: 890024/219 = 1,70          -->    odd      -->    1 
(most left position) 
Position 20: 890024/220 = 0,85          -->    minor than 1     
--> 0 (just like the rest) 
Binary: 11011001010010101000 
Our jobs: 
We have developed a new concept with an 
algorithm by which one can learn the binary number 
system directly from decimal number system without any 
kind of mathematical calculations. All number systems 
start from 0 and progress in a sequential order. For 
instance in decimal number system 
0,1,2,3,………………………….., 100, 
101,…………………………….,N where N is any integer 
value. If anybody has the idea of decimal counting then he 
will get the sequential order of binary number system 
which starting from 0 after following our algorithm which 
is given in Algorithm 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
According to our algorithm, anybody will write 
or count the decimal numbers up to N in ascending order 
and omit those numbers which are not consist of 0 and/or 
1. The remaining numbers will consist of 0 and/or 1 and 
should keep in a sequential order which is shown in 
column 2 in Table 1. The numbers in column 2 are 
numbered in decimal in ascending order starting from 0. 
 
Table 1 
Decimal 
Numbers 
Binary Numbers  Decimal 
Equivalent 
0 0  0 
1 1  1 
2    
3    
4    
5    
6    
7    
8    
9    
10 10  2 
11 11  3 
12    
13    
….    
….    
95    
96    
97    
98    
99    
100 100  4 
101 101  5 
102    
103    
…    
…    
108    
109    
110 110  6 
111 111  7 
112    
113    
…    
…    
997    
998    
999    
1000 1000 8 
1001 1001 9 
1002    
…    
…    
1010 1010  10 
1011 1011 11 
….  
…..    
1099    
1100 1100  12 
1101 1101  13 
1102  
… 
…    
1110 1110  14 
1111 1111  15 
An Algorithm for Binary Number Counting and 
the Decimal Equivalent 
 
1.  Algorithm BinaryInDecimal ( n ) 
2.  { 
3.       count :=0 
4.       for i := 0 to n do 
5.       { 
6.             num := i; 
7.             while( num > 0) do 
8.             { 
9.                      remainder := num % 10; 
10.                      num := num / 10; 
     if ((remainder !=1)  and             
(remainder !=0)) then 
11.                     { 
12.                            break; 
13.                     } 
14.              } 
15.              if ((remainder =1)  or 
            (remainder = 0)) then 
16.              { 
17.                         print ( i, count ); 
18.                      count := count + 1;     
19.              } 
20.        } 
21.  }         
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1112    
….    
….    
10000 10000  16 
10001 10001  17 
….    
….    
10010 10010  18 
10011 10011  19 
….    
…..    
                             
We can generalize the contents of the table 1. 
After emitting the empty cells from columns 2 and 3 of 
table 1 we get the following table 2 which contains the 
binary numbers derived from decimal numbers directly 
and put in column 1 and those numbers are numbered in 
ascending order in decimal starting from 0. This process 
can be continued for up to N number where N is any 
integer value. 
Table 2 
Binary Numbers  Decimal Equivalent 
0 0 
1 1 
10 2 
11 3 
100 4 
101 5 
110 6 
111 7 
1000 8 
1001 9 
1010 10 
1011 11 
1100 12 
1101 13 
1110 14 
1111 15 
10000 16 
10001 17 
10010 18 
10011 19 
… … 
… … 
 
CONCLUSION 
Time and space complexity is a crucial part to 
any method/algorithm. Though the time complexity is 
high in our proposed method, it is very easy and friendly 
for the new learners to learn binary number system first 
time and this is the goal of this article. Space complexity 
is almost same like other methods because the proposed 
algorithm uses the space only for those numbers which are 
binary. Our future plan is to design easy methods to learn 
other number systems. 
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